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In my op1ruon it would be desirable to include on the agenda 
for the Tri-?artite Conference on Permissible Doses a discussion of 
the Gz,.coblems sucrormding the inhalation of radioactive pa.cticles. How 
far this can be extended from the security point of view I am not in a 
position to judbe. However, as you probably know, the Chemical Corps is 
planning to detonate munitions at the 100,000 cw..0 ie level at the proving 
i;rounds at %way. Also there is, of course, the pro5ram at the Nevada 
test site. In addition to these two areas there is the· release of 
active particulo.te matter fro.u p.coduction plants und some of tne 
labo.catories sponso.rnJ. by the Co.n.:nission. 

Here at Berkeley soill.e of our studies of plutoniwu in rats has 
indicated that there a,opears to be ::nigration to the hilar lymph nodes 
of particles which are insoluble in character containing plutoniu;n. 
This info:cmat.ion is in abreement with what is known to take place in 
anthracosis in man as well as experimental studies that have been done 
in other labor<J.tories. Attention might be directed towards two phases 
of this problem. The first is the question of dosimetry for both alpha
~articles and beta-?articles. The second is the potential carcinogenesis 
that may arise from the inhalation and retention of such pacticles. 

Joctor Burnett at the Jak n.id1:;,e National Laboratory has reviewed 
certain 1)hases of this problem in an rmclassified report, O • ..:t.N.L. Central 
File Number 52-11-1. dis paper and the comments by Joctor T. F. Hatch of 
the University of Pittsburgh are in a preliminary form. The statement is 
made that there is no fir~ evidence for or a&ainst of the presence of 
hazards due to the inhalation of radioactive particles. This is a reasonable 
statement, however, a relatively short perioJ of time has elapsed between 
when a sibnificant nwnber of individuals were ex~osed to insoluble radio
acd ve particles and the present. The history of the radium J.ial painters 
indicates that there was a considerable ti.ne interval between exposure to 
soluble co;n.pounds of radium and the aJ.Jpearance of osteo5enic carcinoma. 
This time delay would a.t-Jpear to be of the order of .from 10 to 20 years and 
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a_0parently a similar situation exists with radiologists with respect to 
leukemia dlld .nali5nancies of the skin. 

Joctor .for6an was one of the first people to beco;ne cognizant of the 
particle hazarJ and I feel that his advice with respect to this problem 
will be invaluable. Another JU6~estion that I would like to offer is that 
~ossibly one of the people fro:n the Cheruical Corps with a 11 .,!11 clearance, 
could be asked to be present at this particular phase of the discussion. 
They have had considerable experience with aerosols for many years and it 
,ili5ht be tnat tllis could be 1Jut to good use in discussing the overall 
problem. 

Another area of interest would a~pear to be an attempt to evaluate 
further the relative biological effecti1eness of alpha-particles as 
compared to beta-particles and gai.Llla-rays. There is a good Jeal of 
contradictory information in the literature on this subject. The use of 
an arbitrary value of 20 should be exanined quite carefully for if it 
appears that this m.rn1ber is too hit:;h some operations that are of interest 
to the Coill!nission would be consiJ.erably sim1ilified. 

,.fith best ret::,ards. 

3incerely yours, 

.~ 
Jo:..J~h G. Hamilton, M.D. 
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